
Moving to the cloud is a major decision—but it’s also one that can deliver enormous 

rewards, with increased productivity, business continuity and workforce mobility being 

three top benefits. Despite these advantages, security remains an undeniable concern. 

To leverage the cloud securely and reap the most dramatic business results possible, 

astute business leaders work with a reputable, well-respected and highly certified 

cloud vendor, such as InterDev. As a leading provider of IT security services and 

hardware for decades, InterDev is a trusted cloud provider in both the private and 

public sector, from enterprises and non-profits to municipalities and government 

agencies.

Because security is a focus for everything we do, we make it the foundation of our 

cloud computing services. Then, we surround that core of security with cloud solutions 

so intuitive and user friendly that our customers and their employees begin achieving 

success in the Cloud from their very first day. Finally, we bundle our cloud delivery 

solutions with value-add services—including automated backup and 24/7 support—

for a flat, per-user monthly fee.

InterDev’s Cloud Portfolio Includes:

Cloud Migration: Our team works with your stakeholders to identify, relocate and 

secure only those assets that are appropriate for your operation and business model, 

and then migrates them to the Cloud over a secure, encrypted connection, with 

minimal disruption to your workplace.

Cloud Application Hosting: For companies developing or deploying cloud-based 

applications for field personnel, customers, web services and other remote-access 

scenarios, InterDev can host those apps in a secure, AICPA SOC compliant data center. 

We also support app users when connectivity or other problems arise.

100% Cloud Hosting: We host all your data and applications in the Cloud at our 

highly available, secure data center, where they are accessible 24/7 to authorized 

individuals. You eliminate the stress of licensing, hardware upgrades, replacement 

cycles and other related costs.

InterDev Cloud Services
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79% of firms globally 
report users asking for 
more cloud services.*



For more information about 

InterDev’s full line of products and 

services, call 770.643.4400 or 

visit www.interdev.com. 

Cloud Computing, the right Way

Avoid the inflexibility of cookie-cutter solutions and enjoy personalized cloud development, 

support and service at a level mega-providers cannot match. From fully realized cloud 

computing including hosting, backup and Microsoft Office 365, to application hosting, or 

even a hybrid cloud that keeps select corporate assets on local servers, we work with you to 

develop the right cloud solution for your business model and future objectives. 

Best of all, our expertise with both cloud and Managed Services lets us provide you and your 

personnel with as much or as little support as you require, no matter where your assets (or 

employees) may reside.

*Per a 2015 study by the Cloud Security Alliance.

Reliability and Security
 • Ultra-high availability with 99.999% 

uptime in an SSAe 16 Type II Audited data center.
• Access is controlled by 24x7x365 security personnel, 

ID card, rFID, fingerprint and retina scan.
• Systems, data and applications are secured behind 

state-of-the-art intrusion prevention systems.

Disaster Recovery
and Business Continuity

• Cloud-based data and applications are 
always accessible, even if your physical location is not.

• A fire, flood, or any other natural disaster won’t 
affect data or applications.

• After a business disaster or disruption, personnel can 
resume operations with access to all cloud-based assets 

within minutes, from any Internet connection.

   Accessibility
  and Scalability

         • Assets are “in the cloud,” available at all times 
to authorized users over a secure Internet connection.    
• Server allocations are infinitely scalable, and we can 
configure more server space within minutes of your 

request (or automatically, if you prefer).

Benefits of InterDev Cloud Services
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